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posted on Deb's UFO Research Information Clearinghouse, February 11, 1997

Black Forest Colorado:
Hyperportal nonpariel?
Note from Dave Kauble:
This article concerns information that we received 2 days ago and posted yesterday in our text
box on our news page. This information (provided by Gary Hart) was also forwarded to CNI News
by Tim Edwards.
We are posting the following correspondence between Michael Lindemann and Gary Hart to
further provide relevant information for our visitors on the nature and characteristics of
hyperdimensional phenomena and their relationship to UFO and other paranormal phenomena.
Delivered-To: dkauble@iquest.net
Date: Tue, 11 Feb 1997 00:58:46 -0500 (EST)
From: Geehart@aol.com
Subject: Fwd: RE Black Forest CO
Forwarded message:
Subj: RE Black Forest CO
Date: 97-02-10 14:16:53 EST
From: CNINews1
To: Geehart
CC: edwards@rmii.com,CNINews1
Dear Gary,
The following info was forwarded to me by Tim Edwards. I would like to run a story about this in
CNI News. But I need details and clarifications. Can you help?
Where exactly is this place located? What exactly was observed and videotaped at this family's
home? Did you see it/tape it? What did the A&E crew see or tape? Do you happen to know if a
person named 'Mary Benjamin' was involved in that shoot? What did that crew say to the family that
upset them? When did the Bigelow group come into the picture and why? What is the status of those
negotiations now? Have the family moved already? Is their property adjacent to other property already
owned by Bigelow and Co.? Has John Alexander met them in person? Based on the phone voices etc.,
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do they think Alexander/Bigelow et. Al. are somehow involved in the abductions and other anomalies
they are experiencing? What do you mean by "anomaly area that encompasses one corner of a house"?
Thanks for any help on this.
Best regards,
Michael Lindemann
Editor, CNI News
---- forwarded info from Gary Hart ----[this is the text from Gary's original letter to Deb's UFO Research Information Clearinghouse which
Michael Lindemann from CNI News is referring to]
>
>You all should know that the family living in the anomaly area that encompasses one corner of a
house in Black Forest, Colorado is presently negotiating with Robert Bigelow on a buyout of their
property. The Unexplained A&E show episode recently that was filmed there will be aired sometime
within the first 2 weeks of May. Reportedly, "they got a lot on tape -- activity was high".
>
>The show crew made some sort statement that drove the family to tears. And their response has now
been to close the area to study and move out. The family is through being ridiculed for seeing what I
got on video tape during my recent visit! The family is being followed. There have been attempted
abductions of their kids and break-ins to their house. The man hears voices coming through his
electronic devices (phones, TV, radios) and in his head saying relentlessly "if you try to figure this out,
we will kill you". This is the second case that I know of where this has occurred.
>
>The father downloaded a reported 300 pages of information on both Bigelow and Col. John Alexander
from the Internet before starting the negotiations. The strange voices he hears seem to be a number of
different people -- one of which he has now identified as Col. John Alexander!

[The following is Gary's response to CNI's inquiry on the Black Forest incidents:]
Delivered-To: dkauble@iquest.net
Date: Tue, 11 Feb 1997 00:59:48 -0500 (EST)
From: Geehart@aol.com
To: CNINews1@aol.com
Mike,
Call me some evening at (phone number) for the best info. Otherwise, I do not wish to reveal the
location at the family's request. Videotaped apparitions, dots/globes, fuzz balls, globs of light. Still
pictures of globes, globs, apparitions, time/space twists and shifts. Best place to study all this
phenomena yet. It is on the verge of being lost forever. My new techniques allow real-time view of
this phenomena for measurement purposes. You see the phenomena occur and video while instruments
are placed in the field of view.
How much better do you want?
Techniques -- once seen to work -- can be applied elsewhere as I am attempting to do. It will lead
to a real breakthrough in how we observe the phenomena! I know what types of hyperdimensional
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phenomena photograph with a still camera and what photographs with a video camera and have unique,
close-up views of the most odd lights (like reported for hundreds-of-years at many different locations).
Events usually occur quickly, so this is one reason we have missed obtaining evidence of their
existence to date (there are three historical examples of videoed balls or globs of light so this all does
have a history to it). Some lights exhibit intelligent traits.
I taped phenomena myself after seeing the family's shots. I do not know if M. Benjamin was
involved and do not know what the crew said to devastate the family emotionally. Stupid media
people!
I gave the family Bigelow's phone number. The father wanted to sell and leave everything behind.
He has a profit motive, sure. Phenomena doesn't interest him. And he has had attempted kidnappings
of his kids, house break-ins, phone taps. In other words, everything I find at every other intense
anomaly spot. No one else seems to know that there are a limited number of stationary, cyclical,
intense space-time anomaly locations where ETs and other hyperdimensional lifeforms can be
contacted. The Government has these staked out and they buy when possible in order to close them to
future study.
Negations are on hold for the moment. Family has hundreds of pages of info on Bigelow and Co.,
so they are informed. They may not be able to handle the mind-scanning that occurs during
negotiations by people brought in by Alexander.
I can photographically link their location with several others (including one in Russia!). The
Government is responsible for apparitions of cammo soldiers with M-16s pointed at witnesses, which
can talk! Advanced technology harassment by identified agents of the CIA and FBI. Joint operation.
Situation involves even more serious allegations of illegal activities by Federal agencies, making the
paranormal activity take a backseat. But I am pledged to not reveal any more because of the threats to
their lives which have been made. I only saw/videotaped odd, seemingly natural phenomena which has
no current physical scientific explanation. The Government seems to realize that further study will
unlock secrets they wish to control.
Alexander is involved with situation, unknown to Bigelow who may be a dupe. This is the best
speculation we have to date.
Anomaly area is 100' wide with a focus in a cylindrical area at one corner of the house.
Regards,
Gary P. Hart
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